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Center Stage Academy of the Performing Arts is highly dedicated to giving students every
opportunity to improve and excel as performers. For this reason, we offer a competitive dance
and performance company for highly motivated and dedicated dancers in kindergarten and
up! For the 2022-2023 season we will offer 3 general levels of Company: Pre-Company, Corps
Company and Principal Company.

Company students attend weekly classes, perform throughout the year, and attend regional
competitions and conventions. Participation is based on a year-long commitment from
August through July. The group is divided by age and ability level. Students dance in group
routines, and have the option of participating in duets, trios, solos, and production numbers.
Auditions, along with in-class assessments, are held in late Spring to determine acceptance
into the program, as well as to allow teachers to see placement and technique levels to place
dancers in company classes and specialty routines.

We look for students with a passion for dance, a great attitude, a strong work ethic, potential,
a desire to continue learning and growing, an understanding of the importance of good
attendance, and a love of performing and entertaining! The dancers and their families devote
a significant amount of time to their team by performing, fundraising, traveling, and other fun
studio events! Participation is a significant addition to a family’s time and budget, and the
schedule and fees should be thoughtfully reviewed.

Company dancers get the chance to learn awesome routines, gain even more class time
improving their technical ability, and compete and perform with some of the best dancers in
the Midwest! The goals of our team are to provide dancers with opportunities beyond the
four walls of our studio, to inspire, to motivate, to challenge, and to enrich them in every way
we can. We pride our team not only on excellent technical ability, but fun and exciting
routines that maintain wholesome values. Being a part of Company isn’t all about the
competition, it’s about the self-confidence and knowledge that is gained. It’s also about our
quest to give dancers a real team feeling through team-oriented activities that give access to
new friends and role models.

NOTE: Throughout this book any dancer who participates in competition dance at any
level may be referred to as and is considered a Company student.

OUR COMPANY PROGRAMS

Pre-Company is open to students in kindergarten through 4th grade. Dancers audition and
are recommended by their teacher in spring and placed in fall Pre-Company classes based on
age and ability. Dancers will learn both a tap and jazz routine for competition. Dancers may
also participate in the production line and other groups by audition.



Corps Company is open to all students 4th grade and up. These dancers will attend an
audition and be placed in routines at the discretion of the staff. This is a great place to start, or
a great way to be part of a team without as much time and financial commitment.

Principal Company is by invitation only. This level requires a tremendous amount of
commitment and hard work. Students are expected to uphold certain expectations in class.
They must meet technical requirements by level, be willing to practice outside of class, and
be held accountable for their personal progress. For these dancers, dance is expected to be
their #1 activity above all others (poms, cheer, swimming, sports, girl scouts, etc.).
Teamwork is vital in this stage of dancing; you need to fully trust in your peers as well as hold
your own weight. This will be the level where you will ultimately learn how to be responsible
for your work, learn time management skills, support your fellow company members and
where the level of success will solely depend on the commitment of the team. Notebooks will
be expected at every class and rehearsal. There will be no tolerance for not knowing your
dances from week to week while learning choreography and no tolerance for not fixing your
corrections when we start cleaning. Overall, by this company level, students must be
self-motivated to work hard, listen to teachers and make the best of every second in class.
Practice at home is a must.

Students are placed in Principal Company based on a number of factors including: technical
ability, age/grade, style, showmanship, discipline, dependability, memory, and confidence! We
take placement decisions very seriously.  Please trust the judgment of your teachers and
directors.

PICTURE DAY

This fall we are taking Company and Pre-Company headshots!  Date to be announced soon!
All competition dancers will need to attend.  Do not miss this exciting opportunity!  Dancers
should wear their Company Leotard and have hair down and fixed nicely. Makeup is optional.
More details to come.

COMPANY SHOWCASE

Watch for details about this event!  Date to be announced!

FUNDAMENTAL CLASS REQUIREMENTS

A strong commitment to dance, their personal achievement, and the team is a key part of a
Company dancer's mindset. Company dancers are required to participate from August 2022
through July 2023. All students and parents will be required to sign an agreement stating
their intention of fulfilling this commitment. Students must enroll in the following:

· Pre-Company (K-4th graders): Must be enrolled in the appropriate Pre-Company
tap/jazz class and appropriate ballet class/kindergarten combo class.



· Corps Company (4th-12th graders): Must be enrolled in two fundamental classes
throughout the year (choose at least two: tap, jazz, leaps and turns, or ballet).

· Principal Company (4th- 12th graders): Must be enrolled in fundamental classes in
tap, ballet, jazz, and leaps and turns classes throughout the year.

If a dancer is cast in a Company Lyrical, Contemporary, Hip Hop or Musical Theatre Routine
they must take a weekly class in that style. (Lyrical & Contemporary=Lyrical, Hip Hop=Hip Hop,
MT=Jazz or MT Dance).

Pre-Professional Company dancers must also be enrolled in the weekly Technique
Refinement Stretch class. Additionally, Pre-Pro dancers must attend the workshop-style
pre-professional classes offered, learning about the professional dance industry.
Approximately 2-4 classes will be held per semester at no additional cost.

SUMMER CLASS REQUIREMENTS

Continued training is essential in the development of a dancer. Time “off” sets a dancer back.
Company dancers are expected to continue classes during the summer session in their
appropriate level classes.

· Pre-Company (K-2nd graders): Must be enrolled in a ballet class and one
additional fundamental class (jazz or tap) and log a minimum of 6 hours of weekly
training throughout the summer.

· Pre-Company (3rd-4th graders): Must be enrolled in a ballet class and one
additional fundamental class (tap, rep or next level technique) and log a minimum of
9 hours of weekly training throughout the summer.

· Corps Company (4th-12th graders): It is highly recommended, though not
required, for Corps Company dancers to continue their training over the summer with
weekly classes.

· Principal Company (4th- 12th graders): Must be enrolled in fundamental classes in
ballet, tap, rep and next level technique and log a minimum of 20 hours of weekly
training throughout the summer.

Exceptions to this rule, including alternate training must be approved by the Company
Director.

If a Company dancer has been accepted into and attends a prestigious, multi-week,
auditioned, dance only summer intensive, the intensive can help fulfill their summer hour
requirements. The dancer is expected to be in class the weeks they are not at the intensive, as
we want them to be in their best dance condition for the intensive! Especially at our
Pre-Professional Company level, we want to encourage attending these summer intensives,
and recognize the huge financial cost it takes to receive this additional approved training.



Center Stage will waive required summer dance class tuition fees for Company dancers
attending an approved, multi-week, auditioned, dance only summer intensive.

ATTITUDE

A higher level of drive and effort will be expected from all Company dancers. Students should
be prepared to be pushed to be their best at all times. Although we want our dancers to have
fun both in class and at events, they must understand that this is a serious dance
environment and we will push them to the max to enable them to achieve their very best.
Each student must be willing to put in the same effort in order to excel and progress. We
place students not only based on ability, but by work ethic in and out of class. A positive
attitude in class is expected. Negative comments about oneself or other dancers will NOT be
tolerated. Parents, please set the example for your student by maintaining a positive attitude
in the lobby and when speaking with others. Center Stage maintains a drama-free zone!
Gossip and negativity are 100% not tolerated!

A good, healthy, and positive attitude is expected at all times. It reflects upon you and your
studio training. Company members AND their parents are expected to support and
encourage each other and to exhibit impeccable sportsmanship at all times. Dancers are
expected, without exception, to treat each other, their teachers, parents, competition judges
and fellow students from other studios with the highest level of respect.

At Center Stage there is a ZERO TOLERANCE POLICY for bullying. If you see it, tell us. But
please first understand the difference between conflict and bullying.

· BULLYING IS: Recurring, Deliberate, Involves an imbalance of power
· BULLYING IS NOT: Disliking someone, Excluding someone, Being bossy,
Accidentally hurting someone, Making a one-time joke about someone, Arguing,
Rolling eyes, Ignoring someone

If bullying is occurring at CSA or studio events, we will swiftly address it. We cannot, however,
control children’s behavior outside of our classrooms or our facility. If an incident occurs, tell a
CSA teacher or director within 24 hours. We will set up a meeting with all parties to mediate
the situation and the student’s placement in Company will be evaluated for possible removal.
We appreciate your support.

If you experience a conflict with someone, go directly to that person to discuss your concerns.
If the conflict cannot be resolved directly, please contact your teacher or the front desk for
assistance.

COMPANY CONTRACT

We ask every dancer and their family to sign the Company contract. This contract outlines the
number of routines and competitions as well as the time, financial, and personal obligations
of being a company member. We understand that you may have other obligations
throughout the season so we ask that you consider your availability before you make the



commitment to our team. We expect every family to take this commitment seriously. The
contract also outlines your financial commitment for the year. Accounts must be kept current
in order for us to order costumes, enter competitions, and to allow your dancer to continue
dancing on the team. Contracts are vital to the success of our team and should be read very
carefully and followed by each dancer and parent!

OUTSIDE INSTRUCTION

If a Company student wishes to take additional master classes or outside instruction of any
kind you must get approval from Brianna. We absolutely encourage our students to study
with top-notch master class teachers and at conventions. However, we want to make sure our
dancers are only studying with qualified instructors for qualified education. Taking class at
another studio while on our Company team is generally not allowed. In some cases, taking
outside classes can be detrimental to your child and their team’s success in Company. Private
instruction to work on Center Stage routines with anyone other than that routine’s
choreographer is strictly prohibited! Choreography is the property of the individual creator
and presenting it to another choreographer in this manner is considered violation of
copyright law. If you feel the need for additional instruction or private lessons on any routine
or technique, please see Brianna or Jennifer. We are always happy to offer our students what
they need to succeed! Thank you for understanding our position on this delicate situation.

ATTENDANCE

Regular and consistent attendance is required in all weekly classes, weekend rehearsals and
events. Attendance is the single most important factor that determines the success of the
Company. Students must show exemplary attendance in their weekly classes. We try as
much as possible to work with schedules, however parents should help explain the
commitment students have made to the Company, and that due to the nature of a
performing and competitive troupe, excellent attendance at all competition related activities
and performances is a necessity. There will be no tolerance for unexcused absences or
excessive excused absences. The movement of the dance depends on every individual
dancer, so the team suffers when you are not there.

Poor attendance will affect their participation in competitions, performances, and routines.
Absences in regular weekly classes must be made up in a comparable class approved by the
teacher. All classes that are missed must be made up within one month. Those who do not
make up the classes as required may be asked to take private lessons. Dancers are expected
to know what they missed before they come to their next class. We will not review
choreography due to an absence.

· If you are unable to make a required class, you must submit the Absence Form
in advance found via a link at the bottom of the studio website:
www.centerstageacademy.org.

Attendance at ALL company rehearsals is expected. Students will be allowed 2 absences from
these rehearsals, but are expected to be in attendance the 2 weeks prior to any competition.

https://forms.gle/wz5HEdSswqHL4mrb7
http://www.centerstageacademy.org/
http://www.centerstageacademy.org/


Sometimes these fall after a holiday or break, so please keep your Company calendar handy.
From time to time, additional mandatory rehearsals are called during the year to prepare for
upcoming performances and competitions. Probation, including lack of eligibility for routine
participation, will occur if excused absences are exceeded, or if absences are unexcused.
Three tardies or early departures (exceeding 10 minutes) or non-participation (regardless of
reason) will equal one absence. ABSENCES WILL BE TRACKED!

If a student is unable to participate fully in class, their participation will be modified to the
best of their ability based on their specific injury or illness. (i.e.: a dancer may be able to do
barre work but no impact exercises.)

· If a dancer knows in advance of an upcoming conflict for a weekend rehearsal
or event (not weekly classes), you will need to submit the online CSA Conflicts
Form found via a link at the bottom of the studio website.  Please submit any
known conflicts as soon as you know them. We need to receive this information
no later than 3 weeks BEFORE the conflict. Work does NOT count as an approved
conflict- be sure to ask off from work for Sundays!
· If a dancer is going to miss a private lesson, please contact the instructor
directly to let them know!

Dancers are NOT permitted to miss any classes or rehearsals within the two weeks prior to
any competition. Missing during this time will result in removal from the team.

Attendance at all competitions and performances is expected. Please understand that when
just one student misses it can render certain routines unusable or cause the rest of the team
to have to learn complicated new formations, etc. To be fair to teammates and teachers,
please consider this commitment when joining the Company. If your family has a major
conflict with any of our events or competition dates, please notify the Company Director
ASAP.

DRESS CODE AND APPAREL

Students must be in the proper attire and have appropriate shoes for each class. This goes
hand in hand with developing responsibility and a strong work ethic. Students need to be
aware of their schedule for the night and prepare their dance bag with ALL of their dance
shoes, an extra pair of tights, leotard, supplies for hair like bobby pins and hair spray, etc.

It is important that all students’ shoes match for competition routines. For a list of required
shoes for each dance class, please see the front desk. Some shoe decisions may not be made
until late fall, so please wait to purchase your shoes until we have made these decisions to
avoid the need to purchase more.

· For the rehearsal periods, tap, and jazz classes, female students must wear a black
leotard or fitted top and black dance shorts, with black, pink, or tan tights or leggings
only – no additional clothing is allowed. Male students must wear black dance shorts
and a black or white semi-fitted t-shirt.

https://forms.gle/kro7yesvXxEL3L5y9
https://forms.gle/kro7yesvXxEL3L5y9


· For ballet and leaps and turns classes, female students must wear only their black
leotard and pink tights (approved ballet skirts may be permitted per teacher). Male
students must wear black dance shorts or men’s tights and a black or white
semi-fitted t-shirt.
· On occasion, female Company dancers may need to wear a black camisole leotard
and black dance shorts. You might want to consider a black camisole leotard and
black dance shorts in your weekly dance attire, or be prepared to purchase these base
pieces during costume time.
· Hair should be secured out of the face and off the neck in a bun or tucked under
French braid. For classes and rehearsals other than ballet and leaps and turns, hair
may also be worn in a ponytail.

Company dancers have the option to purchase our team warm-up jacket. Warm-ups help us
look and feel like a team! The female jacket costs between $100-$110. The Male jacket cost is to
be determined. On occasion, we may also have spirit shirts or other apparel available for
purchase.

COMPETITIONS AND PERFORMANCES

Company will attend weekend regional competitions in the spring of 2023. Usually, these
competitions are held in the Kansas City or Overland Park area and, on occasion, in another
city within approximately 4 hours drive. Our teams will attend three regional competitions.
Pre-professional dancers will attend the 3 regional competitions and travel out of state as a
group to 1 regional convention/competition.

2023 IS set to be a Nationals year! We will plan to attend a Nationals competition in St. Louis,
MO, June 26-July 2. These plans are subject to change, but please keep these dates open! All
groups should plan on attending.

Also, throughout the year, Center Stage receives invitations to perform at various community
events. It is important that we accept the invitations. Company will be asked to perform at
some of these events. It gives us a chance to show our community what we've got, gives us
extra performance time to help prepare for competitions, and allows dancers to build
character by giving back! Extra rehearsals will be added throughout the year to prep for
upcoming performances. We do our best to give as much notice as possible but sometimes
they are presented without much notice and will sometimes fall on weekends. Please be
aware of this when making the decision if Company is right for you!

COMPETITION GUIDELINES

· Arrive at competitions at least 2 hours ahead of scheduled performance time (or 1
hour if you are scheduled in the first few acts of the day). Competitions often run
ahead of schedule. This gives us time to mentally prepare, warm-up, rehearse, and
make sure all dancers are in attendance and ready to perform.
· Dancers should be fully dressed with hair and makeup done no later than 1.5 hour
prior to performance time. It is highly recommended to do hair and makeup at home.
At this time a teacher or junior faculty member will gather dancers to rehearse (if time



allows) and head backstage. Once the teacher or junior faculty member is ready to
take dancers backstage, parents should head to the audience. Parents are not
permitted in the backstage area for group routines unless specifically requested by
the teacher or director.
· Costumes should be clean and pressed, shoes clean, all accessories accounted for.
· Dancers and parents should present themselves in a professional manner. There
will be no talking negatively about the competition, team members, or other dance
studios.
· Please be courteous to all dancers and parents (from both Center Stage and other
studios) in the dressing rooms.
· Do not approach judges or competition staff. Please direct all questions to the
Center Stage Company director.

CONVENTIONS AND MASTER CLASSES

Throughout the year, Center Stage offers a variety of master classes and Company dancers
are always encouraged to participate. Just like taking additional weekly classes, this really
helps dancers excel faster and gain experience. This year, we would really like to encourage
more students to take advantage of dance conventions. Dance conventions give dancers a
chance to take classes from world-renowned choreographers, earn scholarships, and have a
lot of fun!

Talent on Parade Sunday, October 16th $75 for beginners (ages 7 and younger)

$119 for intermediate (ages age 8 & Up)
$129 for advanced (generally ages 12 & up)

Revive                                February 17th-19th $290 for ages 8-19
$210 for ages 5-7

Pre-Professional Company dancers will be required to attend Adrenaline’s multi-day
convention and compete with their Pre-Professional group routine in Austin, TX, January 6-8.
We will travel as a group for this event. Additional cost may be incurred for travel and lodging.
Details coming soon!

Adrenaline January 6th-8th $290

*These fees are approximate based on last year’s fees.  Subject to change! Additional fees
apply if also competing at these conventions.  One-day options may be available at a lower
rate.

These conventions are not required, but we are strongly encouraging dancers to attend more
dance conventions throughout the year.   If you would like information on additional
opportunities, please talk with the Company Director.



FUNDRAISING

We strive to keep Company as affordable as possible and to help with that we are dedicated
to offering many unique fundraising opportunities to our dancers! Most fundraisers allow you
to use the money you earn directly toward your individual account! Fundraising is generally
optional, but is definitely encouraged! Fundraiser earnings must be applied to competition
fees and extra routine fees first.  After those are paid, you may apply earnings to other things.
We are always looking for new fundraisers! If you have an idea that you think would make a
great fundraiser for Company, let us know!

BOOSTER CLUB

The booster club will handle all things fundraising. Establishing this group will allow us to do
even more fundraising to benefit our dancers! If you are interested in being a part of this
awesome organization watch for details on a meeting coming soon.

PLACEMENT STRUCTURE

Students in Company are chosen for routines based on age and skill level. All dancers who
attend the audition will be placed in at least one large group or in the production routine.
Dancers are chosen for these routines first, and then placed in small groups at the
choreographer's discretion. Parents and students should make the decision together of how
many routines they would like to participate in based on financial/time commitment and
desire. You will be asked to note this on the audition form.

Requirements are:

Pre-Company: 2 routine minimum (tap and jazz learned in class)
Corps Company: 1 routine minimum/2 routine maximum (not eligible for solos/duets/trios)
Principal Company: 2 routine minimum

It is expected that you trust the judgment of your instructors and the Company director
when it comes to placement in classes and routines. Please remember that the perceived
ability of others in each class has no bearing on your child’s success or placement.

SOLOS, DUETS, AND TRIOS

All Company students are welcome and encouraged to compete with a solo, duet, or trio!
Taking private lessons and working closely with an instructor has proved to really help our
dancers be their absolute best.

Solos will be charged by the lesson. The private lesson rate for solos is $28 per ½ hour.

Duets/trios will also be charged by the lesson. The private lesson rate for duets/trios is $20 per
student per ½ hour.



Duet/trio placement should be discussed with the Company Director. Although it is super fun
to dance with a friend, students also need to be closely matched in technical level. We want
your children to be successful!

Our goal is to give each student the most successful experience, so solo style and
choreographer need to be discussed with the Company director. Please do not approach a
teacher regarding a solo/duet/trio until you have talked with the director!

Student choreography solos/duets/trios will need to meet with a qualified choreographer, as
assigned by the Company director, for two required lessons to ensure their success. This is
required for any student who is choreographing a dance for anyone, including themselves.
You may sign up for more lessons with your mentor if you like. Please plan accordingly.

Costume costs for solos, duets, and trios vary greatly and will be largely determined by the
budget set forth by parents of students involved. Competition fees average from $110-$140
per solo and duet/trio fees average from $60-$75 per dancer. All costumes must be approved
by the director!

FINANCIAL COMMITMENT

Being a Company dancer does require a certain amount of financial commitment but we
strive to make every effort possible to keep our rates low. Required Company classes will pay
for regular monthly tuition. Classes that are learning a routine for competition will also pay
competition fees and a costume fee. For other Pre-Company, Corps Company and Principal
Company optional routines which rehearse outside of regular class time, costs will be as
follows:

· Monthly Tuition Fees:
o Small Group (4-9 dancers): $14.00/month per dancer per routine
o Large Group/Line (10 or more dancers): $11.50/month per dancer per routine
o Production Routine: $8/month per dancer

· Costume Fees:
o $95 per routine paid in 3 monthly installments August-October

· Competition Entry Fees:
o $192 per dancer per routine (for 3 regional competitions) paid in 4 monthly
installments November-February

· Nationals Entry Fees:
o Approximately $69 per group routine

The above fees include coach's fees for all rehearsals, costume fees, and competition entry
fees for three regional competitions and 1 National competition. There is also a $10 per month
per dancer administrative fee. These fees do not include the cost of shoes or tights.



Company fees will be divided into monthly payments (see above), paid with regular tuition.
You may choose to pay fees in larger sums or all at once as well. These payments MUST be
made on time by the dates indicated on your contract. Any fundraising earnings will be
applied first to extra routine costs and competition fees.

Also, we do have specific make-up (average cost $35) and occasionally hair pieces (average
cost $20) that you may need to purchase.

· PLEASE NOTE: If your Center Stage account is not up-to-date on payment your
dancer will not be allowed to compete. Even if you pay a competition entry fee for
a solo/duet/trio. That amount will be applied to your CS account instead of
registering you for the competition.

COMMUNICATION

Open, attentive, and ongoing communication is vital for the studio and all Company
members. It is the responsibility of the student and parent to be aware of all schedules,
deadlines, events, rehearsals, and changes, etc. Information will be communicated primarily
via email. Be sure that your email address is current at the front desk and check your
email daily!

We will also use the following means of communication:
· Weekly Newsletter delivered on Wednesday (includes Sunday rehearsal schedule)
· GroupMe App

Please be sure you are signed up for GroupMe and have joined THIS YEAR’s Groups! Links to
join each group will be sent out soon. This is an important tool we will use throughout the
season to communicate with you.

Parents and students should also take an active role in communicating with instructors. If a
parent or student has an issue, let a director or instructor know directly instead of posting
about it on social media, gossiping, or quitting. We want every student to succeed and need
to know about an issue in order to positively resolve it!

SOCIAL MEDIA

With so many social outlets available, we feel it is important to set some guidelines regarding
use. Any post, comment, or reference of any kind to Center Stage, its staff, students, and the
competition team should always be kept positive. We encourage the positive support of our
patrons on social media, but remember what an impact negative posts and comments can
make. We have a zero-tolerance policy for negative posts made by students and parents
regarding anything related to the studio. Company students need to also understand that
they are role models and should always refrain from posting inappropriate content on social
media (including profanity, nudity, drug and alcohol use, etc.).

We also request that videos taken of routines NOT be posted on social media until they are
completed/polished and performed at the spring recital. We want all routines to look their



best when posted and want to keep the excitement of seeing them for the first time for the
audience at the recital.

ADDITIONAL NOTES

· Competitions should be approached with the idea that they are an educational
opportunity for students and a fun activity that families can experience together.
Students learn team-building skills and self-confidence that will help them in their
future.
· It is important that competitions, conventions, performances, and studio activities
be approached with a positive attitude, and that parents be proud of their child’s
involvement and development.
· Competition results are very subjective opinions of certain judges and your child’s
growth should not be gauged by these results.
· The staff of Center Stage is passionate about what we do, and we are grateful to
be able to have the opportunity to work with your children! We take our job as role
models and teachers very seriously and we make every effort to make the best
decisions on a daily basis to help your child reach their full potential.

IN CLOSING

We are excited you’re a part of our Company team this season!  We hope this handbook helps
you know what to expect and answer any questions you may have.  As the year progresses,
we will finalize some of the TBD details.

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact the Company Director, Brianna
Schweitzer, by e-mail at brianna@centerstageacademy.org. With many big ideas in store,
this season is setting up to be our best ever and we can’t wait to get started!


